HLPF 2018:
Student engagement towards realizing the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

SDG Learning workshop:

IALLA - INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY FOR LIFELONG LEARNING ADVOCACY

Dr Katarina Popović, ICAE Secretary General
Professor, University of Belgrade
• Organized by ICAE + partners, once a year, 3 weeks, at different continents
• Global goals ↔ local implementation
• Professors: from various countries and universities; participants – also! (networking)
• Topics: All about SDGs + specific ones
• Capacity building: socially engaged scholars, educated leaders
• Follow up (participations at events; alumni...)
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Post MDGs

process of consultation
led by the Secretary General

SDGs

process led by governments through the General Assembly
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How do we want to do this?

Thematic Consultations CSOs

WEB PAGE
WWW.worldwewant2015.com

National and Regional meetings and consultations

High-level Panel of Eminent Persons

Sec. General Report on MDGs & SDGs

68th UN General Assembly Sept

all governments

Rio+20

June

Open Working Group January

Open Working Group meeting (including major groups and other stakeholders)
March 13 - July 14

37th UNESCO General Assembly Resolution supporting EFA as the main international framework for Education in Post MDGs

EFA Steering Committee Joint Proposal